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                                        Arabah.
  Dec 10th <1935> 

Dear Mother – 

          We have had a sand storm to-day,  
as it is market day it did not interfearsic with  
our work in the temple, we had to stay in  
the house with all the doors & windows closed  
& now everywhere is peppered with sand. 

          Amice has gone to Cairo to have her throat  
seen to, I expect she will be away about a  
week. 

          I gave Wip-wat a dose of medecinesic to-day, he  
has been looking out of sorts in spite of a  
good appetite, so we suspected worms.  
I told the men to keep him all day without  
food, & this evening at sunset I made him  
a nice parcel of a lump of meat with a  
Bob Martin Worm Powder concealed inside  
he was so hungry that he eatsic it all up  
but it was quite obvious he did’ntsic think 
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much of the flavour of the meat. anyway it  
has all gone & we hope for the best, 

          I hope to finish my painting in a few we/<da>ys, it  
is the largest I have done yet & has taken  
five weeks. my next will be of a more  
modest size but I will have to curl myself  
up in a little box like space to get at it,  
we call this the dog kennel, there is room  
to sit in it, but not to stand & elbow room  
is very limited, I have arranged to do this  
at the coldest part of the year as it is a  
nice snug place out of the wind. 

          I have been repairing my rubber soled shoes  
with Rhino Sole, a solution I got in a tube  
at Woolworths, it is very successful, all my  
various purchacessic have come in usi/<e>ful one  
way or another 

          The sewing machine has been very busy.  
I have made the skirt with the materielsic

I bought in Girga & have made an apron  
with the bits over. 
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          I have found it is very refreshing to put a  
few drops of Eau de Cologne on my sponge  
when I have my bath, you try it on your  
face flannel, it makes you feel so fresh  
& helps to take the tired feeling away.  
it is a little luxury one appreciates very  
much out here. 

          I had a great problem today, trying to explain  
to him/<Sheikh-Jed el Karim> how the Dead Sea lies below the  
level of the Mediterranean, I managed it  
with the help of diagrams & he quickly  
grasped my meaning. 

          Today is the middle of Ramadan  
& the men have a little feast to-night. they  
have all been to market to buy some meat.  
we shall soon be thinking about Christmas.  
how the time does slip by.  

          Glad to hear Pat is getting on so  
well with her job, I am sure she prefers  
work that she can use her intelligence over  
than just routine business.   

          Lots of love to you all 
          Your affectionate daughter Myrtle.                                                         


